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Statement of intention behind why I agreed to do the conference: 1), Free Dinner; 2) A chance to talk to the general public about mathematics.

Hence: I would like to be understood by everyone in this room, so much of this presentation will be even if mathematics is not immediately accessible to you, I would like at the very least for the beauty of mathematics to be accessible to you. 

In particular, I have no Math A-levels; so I genuinely understand what it’s like to try and interact with higher-level mathematics when all your life you haven’t shown particular aptitude for maths. 




§ “Evolution is not just any kind of change occurring over a particular stretch of time, 
it is also a continuous kind of change, i.e. a process of change where the past 
conditions have some kind of meaningful influence on the present as well as the 
range of future potential states. ”
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Evolution; change over time, but it's not just arbitrary change, there's some notion of continuity in this kind of change. If a rabbit suddenly turned into a pumpkin in a split second, we would hardly say that the rabbit evolved into a pumpkin. Evolution is not just any kind of arbitrary change of some object X, but a change where (1) the change is permitted under a particular set of rules (we can define these later), and (2) the past conditions the present state and future directions of change.  Put these together, evolution is change that depends on the past in some kind of intelligible way. We have a set of permissible rules how an object may change, and the past gives us some data on which we can apply these rules, which gives us a range of possible future states.




§"All sciences including the most evolved are characterised
by a state of perpetual becoming" - Jean Piaget

§“A mathematical theory is not to be considered complete 
unless you made it so clear that you can explain it to the man 
in the street.” - Henri Poincaré
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Question: To what end is mathematical knowledge evolving towards?

Knowledge is not static, it is dynamic ("evolution") - so we should understand not just how knowledge looks like, but how it grows and changes, and how past knowledge informs the present etc.; paradigm shifts.
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1) Finding form in formlessness is a human thing, making sense of complexity by finding patterns within it, framework to understand.
2) Draw analogies with the thematic preoccupation of novels (humanities), regularities in the behaviour of physical objects via physical laws (natural sciences).
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Rescuing form from formlessness; usually we have this path: we start with an intuitive picture of what we think is the case, and this can be informed by personal beliefs, thought experiments, observations whatever, we start off with an intuitive picture and then we try to make it more precise. This general strategy is how most areas of knowledge work - e.g. moral philosophy. Most of us have general intuitive ideas of what the terms "moral" and "immoral" are and how we ought to make moral judgments and what this means; subsequently, we try and tease out the important essential elements from this intuitive picture and build a coherent position from it. This is definitely true for most, if not all the humanities, this is true to a slightly smaller though significant extent in the natural sciences, where we look at a lot of data, observational or experimental, and we try and piece things together. Well, what does it mean to "piece things together"? This requires some kind of framework to cohere all the relevant information together, so from the data we make several hypotheses, and we try our best to verify or test them. This is the same process of starting out with an intuitive idea (formulated as hypotheses) and trying to build something coherent from these intuitions that is well-supported and justified.
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§ Knowledge: Justified True Belief

§ Mathematical Justification
§ Proofs
§ Tools & Mathematical Machinery

§ Mathematical Intuition

§ Mathematical Evidence
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This section is to illustrate some questions regarding the relationship btwn mathematical "justification” and evidence. In this case, there are infinitely many wrong options, so what if you try many many times that you cannot express square root of 2 as rational – is that really evidence it is irrational?










§ Theorem: There is no non-vanishing 
continuous tangent vector field on even-
dimensional n-spheres. 

§ Layman’s terms: “You can’t comb a hairy ball 
flat without creating a cowlick” or  “you can’t 
comb the hair on a coconut”.

§ Intuitively obvious, but how to justify/prove?



§ Theorem: There is no non-vanishing 
continuous tangent vector field on even-
dimensional n-spheres. 

§ Layman’s terms: “You can’t comb a hairy ball 
flat without creating a cowlick” or  “you can’t 
comb the hair on a coconut”.

§ Intuitively obvious, but how to justify/prove?
§ Use Algebraic Topology! 
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1) Gap between intuition & justification
2) Develop mathematical tools (algebraic topology)




§ What is Algebraic Topology concerned with?
§ We may view a topological setting as basically a system 

that contains certain rules how to build “geometric 
objects”.

§ We may then ask: what kind of objects can be built within 
this system? What kind of phenomena can exist within this 
system?

§ Suppose we want to know if some complicated object 
X can exist within some topological setting T. 
§ If we want to prove that X CAN EXIST IN T, then we 

construct such an object.
§ If we want to prove that X CANNOT EXIST IN T, then we 

usually appeal to the “structure” of the topological setting 
(basically, a set of broad consequences that are the result 
of the abovementioned rules on how to build objects) and 
argue how this “structure” prevents X from existing. 

§ Algebraic Topology provides us with a set of 
analytical tools to say intelligent things about this so-
called structure within a sufficiently “nice” topological 
setting (e.g. homological algebra).



§ Modular forms are a different kind of 
analytical tools, and are very useful for 
questions in number theory – in fact, 
modular forms were instrumental in 
Andrew Wiles’ proof of Fermat’s Last 
Theorem.

§ But this prompts even more questions 
about these tools. 
§ E.g.  What kind of things are modular forms? 

How do they behave and relate to each 
other? 

§ Answers to many of these questions are 
often quite difficult – whereas the previous 
example illustrated the gap between 
intuition and justification, here intuition (or 
at least, the untutored intuition) is often of 
very little help.
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Mathematical intuition is weird.




§ The modular Discriminant is a 
famous example of a modular form 
(more specifically, it is a cusp form of 
weight 12). 

§ The Dedekind Eta Function is 
defined as:

§ The modular discriminant is defined 
as: Δ(z)	= η(z)24, which we may write 
out explicitly as:



§ Some Interesting Results
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Question: What constitutes mathematical evidence?




§ A particular caricature of how one might view mathematics (The “Definition-
Theorem-Proof (DTP) Model of Mathematics”):

§ D. Mathematicians start from a few basic mathematical structures and a collection 
of axioms “given about these structures”

§ T. There are various important questions to be answered about these structures that 
can be stated as formal mathematical propositions.

§ P. The task of the mathematician is to seek a deductive pathway from the axioms to 
the propositions or to their denials 



§ “A clear difficulty with the DTP model is that it doesn’t explain the source of the 
questions. Jaffe and Quinn discuss speculation (which they inappropriately label 
“theoretical mathematics”) as an important additional ingredient. Speculation 
consists of making conjectures, raising questions, and making intelligent guesses 
and heuristic arguments about what is probably true.

§ Jaffe and Quinn’s DSTP model still fails to address some basic issues. We are not 
trying to meet some abstract production quota of definitions, theorems and proofs. 
The measure of our success is whether what we do enables people to understand 
and think more clearly and effectively about mathematics”
§ Bill Thurston

§ "Any fool can know. The point is to understand.” - Einstein
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Remember – form from formlessness; we have a simplifying framework. So it may be useful to have different frameworks looking at the same thing.
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§ In mathematics, a knot is an 
embedding of a circle in 3-
dimensional Euclidean space, 
R3 (also known as E3), considered up 
to continuous deformations 
(isotopies)



§ In mathematics, a knot is an 
embedding of a circle in 3-
dimensional Euclidean space, 
R3 (also known as E3), considered up 
to continuous deformations 
(isotopies)

§ When are two knots equivalent?



§ E. N. Lorenz, Deterministic, non-
periodic flows, J. Atmospheric Sciences, 
1963. Is weather fundamentally 
deterministic? Many many variables. 
Sometimes seems unpredictable. Why? 
Does deterministic =⇒ ultimately 
periodic? If so, then weather can’t be 
deterministic. 

§ Lorenz started off with the Navier-
Stokes Equation, which described 
dynamics of a viscous, incompressible 
fluid, and simplified it to get the Lorenz 
system of Ordinary Differential 
Equations



§ Lorenz Attractor
§ ODE:



§ Analysing periodic orbits of this system of 
ODEs as knots
§ What kind of mathematical tools do we need 

in order to do this? (Template Theory –
developed by Birman and Williams)

§ What kind of knots occur within this system? 
What properties do they have?

§ The tools of analysing a dynamical 
system’s periodic orbits as knots 
need not be restricted to Lorenz 
ODEs and may be applied elsewhere 

§ Strange connection:
§ A mathematician named Etienne Ghys

constructed a dynamical flow using 
modular forms (“modular flow”), and
analysed the resulting periodic orbits 
as knots (“modular knots”). 

§ Turns out, the Lorenz Knots & Modular 
Knots are an identical class of knots!



§ Billiards is a simple dynamical system, where a ball bounces around a particular 
space and reflects off the wall in the obvious manner.



§ Billiards is a simple dynamical 
system, where a ball bounces around 
a particular space and reflects off the 
wall in the obvious manner.

§ Questions about the trajectories of 
billiards tend to be primarily 
measure-theoretic in flavour.

§ But what if we were to approach this 
from a topological point of view? 





§ Category Theory (Eillenerg, Mac Lane)
§ “Category theory formalizes 

mathematical structure and its concepts 
in terms of a collection of objects and of 
arrows (also called morphisms).”

§ Scissors Congruence (Hilbert, Dupont
& Sah, Zakharevich)
§ Hilbert’s 3rd Question: “Given any 

two polyhedra of equal volume, is it 
always possible to cut the first into 
finitely many polyhedral pieces which 
can be reassembled to yield the 
second? ”



§ Model Theory: 
§ The study of mathematical structures 

from the perspective of mathematical 
logic.

§ “Static Generalisation”
§ Allows us to regard different concepts 

as particular cases of a more general 
one but does not offer by itself a way 
for transferring information between 
them



§ Topos Theory

§ Dynamical Unification
§ Two distinct objects are related to each other 

through a third one, which can be associated 
or constructed from each of them separately 
and which admits two different 
representations, each of which corresponding 
to a different method of constructing it. 

§ Such an object acts as a 'bridge' between the 
two given object in the sense that information 
can be transferred between the two objects 
by translating properties (resp. constructions) 
of the bridge object into properties of (resp. 
constructions on) the two objects, by 
exploiting the two different representations of 
the bridge object:



"We observe a fragment of the process, the trembling of a single 
string in a symphonic orchestra of supergiants, and on top of that we 
know — we only know, without comprehending — that at the same 
time, above us and beneath us, in the plunging deep, beyond the 
limits of sight and imagination there are multiple, millionfold
simultaneous transformations connected to one another like the 
notes of musical counterpoint.” – Stanislaw Lem
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A lot of ways of doing mathematics, different approaches, all necessitated by different mathematical prejudices as well as by the types of questions being asked - at the end of the day, we often go back to the fundamental process of having some picture in our head, asking some questions, and trying to refine this picture, and hope to get somewhere; in this arduous process, when we've digging and our shovel has hit something solid, when something has been correctly proved, that is where we declare that we have found is a piece of mathematical knowledge; it is a small piece in the entire puzzle of mankind's understand of mathematics, and it is one smaller step towards rescuing form from the chaotic formlessness we are still in midst of. 


